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COLLEGE __________________________ CONFERENCE __________________________

AREA I (The five unranked criteria)

As indicated in section 4.2.W Area I B, in all five criteria, only games vs. California community college opponents will be included.

1. TSRPI ________________ (Total number of scheduled games)

2. NCRPI ________________ (Non-conference/division games)

3. CRPI __________ NCRPI of all teams in the conference/division, divided by the number of teams in the conference/division then multiplied by the individual team’s conference finish multiplier.

4. WINNING % ________________ (Winning percentage of all games played)

5. WINS OVER .500 ________________ (In the event of a tie, follow in order: A, B & C until the tie is broken).
   A. Wins over teams with greater than .500 records, ______
   B. Head to head competition, ______
   C. Add the TSRPI of those teams over .500, ______

CONFERENCE RECORD ___________ CONFERENCE FINISH ___________

DIVISION RECORD ___________ DIVISION FINISH ___________

AREA II To be used only after all 5 categories are ranked and totaled, subjectivity shall be used in looking at how a team is playing at the end of the season (injuries, loss or gain of key personnel, growth of team, etc.)